Second Day at The House of Beautiful Business
“It takes a village. It starts with a house.”
The House of Beautiful Business.
Today in the abounded building of a former bank - soon a hotel - in the middle of old Lisbon city. About 600 “residents” of
“the House” make use of the empty rooms of this impressive building in its transition time to redefine business.
From imaginative leaders to curious curators, business romantics, and humanist scientists, they are all coming to join the so
called battle for beautiful business.

“Beauty is something that may or may not exist. It’s your decision.” is written on the
wall.
Listening to some of the speakers they address the tensions that lie at the heart of today’s conflicts and inviting the
residents to feel the dualism and double standards we all find ourselves in - as individuals, as organizations, as societies.
Controversial conversations on “tech” issues, like the weird relationship between humans and machines. The future role of
Artificial Intelligence and how AI has another “approach” to make mistakes. The role of blockchain regarding transparency
for financial transactions. Organizations creating algorithms in a responsible way, moving from “in technology we believe”
to “in people we believe, tech we use”. Other classes about ideas and examples of alternate economies and on becoming
more climate-active humans and finally writing a new story of “We”. Not to forget the Shareholder Value Funeral March.

I remember how Jessica Orkin, who called herself “a business obsessed humanist” mentioned that she wants to bring back
the soul in our business. Let’s support her.
It’s far not what you imagine to be a typical conference. You see smart, tough women talking about tech issues. You are in
the middle of people from Cape Town, Lagos, Los Angeles, Melbourne, São Paulo, Tokyo and many European cities with a
large diversity of human- and technology-based jobs and backgrounds - from 23 to 70 years old.
Beside knowledge exchange, learning and intellectual inspirations the house is full of music, art, sports and culinary
delights - far beyond the usual. The reunion of body, soul and mind. This is what makes this conference unique. I am going
back now to this inspiring talk during a break about collaboration tech tools with David who works for Slack in Australia.
See you soon and stay weird as a human, because a machine doesn’t have this ability!
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Thomas Schöller
Obsessed Designer of cultural change and deep dive learning experiences. Forscher zur
Zukunft der Arbeit und der neuen Rolle von Eigenverantwortung, Autonomie und
Fehlerkultur in Organisationen. Brückenbauer zwischen New Work und Old Economy.
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